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SPAIN - BALEARIC ISLANDS / FINE POLISH PRINTING: KRÓTKIE ALE FUNDAMENTALNE
OPISANIE BALEARYJSKICH I PYTHYUZYJSKICH WYSP MAJORCA, MINORCA, IVICA I
FORMENTERA Z DOWODNIEYSZYCH I NOWSZYCH RELACYI ZEBRANE I DO DRUKOWANIA Z
NIEMIECKIEGO.
Extremely rare – a lovely gem that represents the first detailed description of the Balearic Islands in
Polish, issued in the wake of the Fall of Minorca (1756), by the Jesuit Press of Warsaw, including a fine
sheet of maps engraved by Bartłomiej Strachowski.
Author: JESUIT PRESS, WARSAW [DRUKARNIA JEZUICKA, WARSZAWA].
Place and Year: Warsaw: [Jesuit Press], 1756.
Technique:
Code: 63305
Octavo (17.5 x 11 cm / 6.9 x 4.3 inches): 8, 72, 1 folding plate of maps (30 x 45.5 cm / 11.8 x 17.9 inches) –
Collation Complete, bound in contemporary half calf with marbled boards (Very Good, internally bright and
clean, main title with paper in blank space below text carved out and replaced with a patch (an old alteration)
in order to supposedly remove stamp, just grazing a few letters but otherwise no loss, map with excellent
original hand colour with one small tear with old repairs at hinge just entering image, binding with some
splitting at head and tail and minor shelf wear but overall good and firm).
2.800 EUR

CHRISTIAAN HUYGENS: C. HUYGENS.
Author: After Bartholomeus van der Helst (circa 1613 - 1670) ?.
Place and Year: [18th century].
Technique: Pencil and white chalk on blue paper (soft folds and small tear in the margins, old repaired tear
in the lower part of the image, verso another portriat and traces of white paper and glue in the margins,
otherwise in a good condition), 38 x 29 cm (14.9 x 11.4 inches).
Code: 63368
Hand-drawnd portrait shows the astronomer, physicist, probabilist and horologist Christiaan Huygens (1629
–1695), with a globe in the back. The portrait is not signed, but was based on a draft by a Dutch portrait
painter Bartholomeus van der Helst, according to a 18th or 19th century hand-written note at the bottom
right. A contemporary of Rembrandt Van der Helst became the most popular painter of portraits in
Amsterdam. We were not able to locate a portrait of Huygens by van der Helst, but the style of the portrait
matches the manner of his work...
1.500 EUR

POST-KARTE / POSTAL MAP: NEUSTE POST KARTE VON DEUTSCHLAND UND DESSEN
ANGRENZENDEN LAENDER 1801.
Seltene Faltkarte zeigt die Poststrassen in Deutschland und umfasst das Gebiet zwischen Belgium, der
Schweiz, Slowenien, Osijek in Kroatien und Königsberg.
Author: Johann WALCH (1757 – 1824).
Place and Year: Augsburg 1801.
Technique: Copper engraving with original colour in outline printed on two sheets, joined in the lower part,
dissected into 12 panels and mounted on original linen (Very Good, slightly stained, small chips in the
margins, tiny holes in the linen, otherwise in a good condition), 57 x 65 cm (22.4 x 25.6 inches).
Code: 63369
Rare postal folding map shows the postal routes in Germany and embraces the area between Belgium,
Switzerland, Slovenia, Osjek in Croatia and Konigsberg in Prussia. Marked are the postal routes for coaches,
riders and special courriers, miles on the road and additional territories of Austria and also Prussian cities
belonging to Germany...
250 EUR

POST-KARTE / POSTAL MAP: POST CHARTE VON DEUTSCHLAND UND EINIGEN THEILEN DER
ANGRENZENDEN LÄNDER NACH DEN NEUE BESTIMMUNGEN.
Seltene Faltkarte zeigt die Poststrassen in Deutschland und umfasst das Gebiet zwischen Paris, Turin und
Pavia, Slowenien, Kroatien, Serbien und Königsberg. Von uns kein Exemplar in den Bibliotheken
nachweisbar.
Author: Anon.
Place and Year: Augsburg, Johann Walch 1830.
Technique:Copper engraving with original colour in outline, dissected into 15 panels and mounted on
original linen (Very Good, slightly stained, holes in the map, tiny holes in the linen, otherwise in a good
condition), 55 x 71 cm (21.6 x 28 inches).
Code: 63371
Rare postal folding map shows the postal routes in Germany and embraces the area between Paris, Belgium,
Turin and Pavia in Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and Konigsberg in Prussia. Marked are the postal routes
for coaches, riders and special courriers...
SOLD

SOUTHEAST ASIA: INDIA ORIENTALIS.
A milestone of Cartography – a fine edition of the first printed map of Southeast Asia, by the Alsatian
cartographer Lorenz Fries, published in Lyon in 1535.
Author: Lorenz FRIES (c. 1485 - 1532).
Place and Year: Lyon: Melchior & Gaspar Trechsel, 1535.
Technique: Woodcut with full modern hand colour (Very Good, full margins, top of centrefold joined
tightly which is not unusual with Fries maps), 29 x 43 cm (11.5 x 17 inches).
Code: 63370
This intriguing landmark of cartography represents the first printed map of Southeast Asia, being the third
state (of 4) of Lorenz’s Fries’ pioneering work, printed in Lyon in 1535, with the first edition having been
issued in 1522. Based largely upon 13th Century knowledge, the map presents the region in a manner
markedly different from its true geographic form, although, impressively, many actual features are still
identifiable to the modern observer. The large landmass, jutting down from the upper left represents...
2.400 EUR

INDONESIA – BESUKI, JAWA TIMUR (EAST JAVA): TOPOGRAPHISCHE KAART DER
RESIDENTIE BESOEKI OPGENOMEN INGEVOLGE GOUVERNEMENTS BESLUIT VAN DEN
28STEN MEI 1877 NO. 13, IN DE JAREN 1878-1883.
The extremely rare first edition of the spectacular 9-sheet map of Besuki, East Java, from outstanding
‘Residentiekaarten’ series, the product of the Herculean Dutch effort to scientifically survey Java and
Madura, printed with a resplendent and award-winning technique of chromolithography.
Author: NETHERLANDS TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OFFICE (TOPOGRAPHISCHE INRICHTING)
/ Carel Alphons ECKSTEIN (1840 – 1925).
Place and Year: The Hague: Topographische Inrichting, 1888.
Technique: Chromolithograph, printed on 9 sheets, each sheet 47.5 x 61 cm (19 x 24 inches), that if joined
would form a map approximately 160 x 130 cm (63 x 51 inches), housed in original paper wrappers (Very
Good, a few closed marginal tears, overall sharp and clean, wrappers with chipped edges re-enforced on
verso with archival tape).
Code: 63372
This astounding map represents both a major accomplishment of scientific surveying and advanced printing
technology, being the largest of the groundbreaking ‘Residentiekaarten’ surveys of the islands of Java and
Madura, undertaken in the second half of the 19th under the auspices of theNetherlands Topographical
Survey Office (Topographische Inrichting). This monumental map embraces the large residentie (district) of
Besuki (Dutch: ‘Besoeki’) that occupies the entire eastern tip of Java, bordering the...
1.200 EUR

ENGLISH NAVAL FLAGSHIP: DAS ENGLISCHE ADMIRAL-SCHIFF.
A rare and highly attractive depiction of the ‘Sovereign of the Seas’ the most famous English Royal Navy
vessel of the 17th Century, published by Christoph Weigel of Nuremberg.
Author: Christoph WEIGEL (1654 - 1725).
Place and Year: Nuremberg, 1718.
Technique: Copper engraving with full original hand colour (Very Good, evenly toned, small closed tear
entering lower margin below title, excellent original colour), 37 x 45 cm (14.5 x 18 inches).
Code: 63373
While this magnificent print depicts an ‘English Admiral’s Ship’, it is not just any flagship, but rather
the Sovereign of the Seas, by far and away the most impressive English vessel of the 17th Century and one of
the great wonders of maritime military history. This magnificently composed and couloured image shows
the three-masted frigate at full sail, in all of her glory. Christoph Weigel modelled the present work on John
Payne’s The True Portraicture of his Ma.ties Royall ship The Sovereign of the Seas Built in the yeare
1637 (London, circa 1638), a spectacular engraving of the ship made shortly after it was launched. This
print is not to be confused with Vincenzo Mario Coronelli’s Nave Reale D'Inghilterra, Nominata Il Gran
Carlo (Venice,circa 1690), which is modelled on Payne’s print, except that is flips the ship around so that is
it shown sailing in the opposite direction.
The Royal Navy website (www.royalnavy.mod.uk) describes the Soveriegn of the Seas:
“Known by the Dutch as the ‘golden devil’, on account of her all black and gold appearance, 'Sovereign of
the Seas' was the most magnificent ship of her era. Designed in 1634 by Phineas Pett she was the first ship to
have three full gun decks, carrying 102 guns on the orders of King Charles I instead of the 90 originally
planned. No expense was spared in her construction. All her guns were made from bronze instead of cast
iron which meant they were much lighter but four times more expensive. Most impressive was her gilded and
carved decoration costing over £6600, equivalent to the cost of the hull for a...
850 EUR

AMAZON BASIN / ECUADOR, PERU, BRAZIL, COLOMBIA, VENEZUELA AND PANAMA:
PROVINCIA QUITENSIS. SOCIETATIS IESU IN AMERICA TOPOGRAPHICA EXHIBITA NEC NON
A.R.P. IGNATIO VICECOMITI IN COMITUS GENERALIBUS AO. 1751.
A very rare and historically important monument of the cartography of South America and Jesuit
mapmaking, a fine example of Carolo Brentano’s large separately issued map of Northern South
America, importantly featuring the first broadly accurate depiction of the Amazon Basin.
Author: Carolo BRENTANO [Brentán Károly] (1694 - 1752).
Place and Year: Rome: Giovanni Petroschi, 1751.
Technique: Copper engraving, on 4 joined sheets, accented with original colour (Trimmed just outside of
the neatline, soft old folds, very subtle old repaired tears, mild old stain in the center left area, otherwise in a
Very Good condition), 63 x 91 cm (25 x 36 inches).
Code: 63374
The Jesuit father Carolo Brentano’s separately issued wall map of Northern South America is an exceedingly
important monument of both Jesuit cartography and the mapping of Latin America. A masterpiece of
Baroque design and engraving, it is the first broadly accurate and detailed map of the Amazon Basin,
predicated, in part, on the discoveries made during Brentano’s epic adventures during his 26 years in South
America (1724-50). Predicated on his own frontier cartography, that of his sometime companion, Nicolás de
la Torre, and the best available sources, the map, for the first time, reveals a vast and magnificent land to
European eyes. The Brentano map embraces all of the northern part of South America and part of the
isthmus of Central America, within the equatorial regions between 16 degrees North and 16 degrees South of
latitude, including the entire region drained by the Amazon River. While the map actually far transcends
its...
20.000 EUR

SPAIN & PORTUGAL: A NEW MAP OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL : EXHIBITING THE CHAINS OF
MOUNTAINS WITH THEIR PASSES THE PRINCIPAL & CROSS ROADS, WITH OTHER DETAILS :
REQUISITE FOR THE INTELLIGENCE OF MILITARY OPERATIONS, COMPILED BY JASPER
NANTIAT.
Author: Jasper NANTIAT.
Place and Year: London: William Faden 1810.
Technique: Copper engraving with original colour in outline, divided into four parts, each dissected into 18
panels and mounted on original linen (Slightly age-toned in folds with very light foxing, tiny holes in linen in
folds, in general in a good condition. Without a slipcase.), each: 82 x 57 cm, total: 164 x 114 cm (64.6 x 44.9
inches).
Code: 55001
Large folding map shows Spain, Portugal and the Balearic Islands. The map was made during the Peninsular
War(1807–1814), a military conflict between Napoleon's empire and the allied powers of Spain, Britain and
Portugal for control of the Iberian Peninsula for the British Army by Jasper Nantiat and William Faden...
SOLD

AUSTRALASIA / INDIAN OCEAN: CARTE RÉDUITE DE LA MER DES INDES ET D'UNE PARTIE
DE CELLE DU SUD, DRESSÉE PAR J.D. BARBIÉ DU BOCAGE; POUR LA RELATION DU VOYAGE
À LA RECHERCHE DE LA PÉROUSE DU CEN. LABILLARDIÈRE. AN VIIIÈME. DE LA
RÉPUBLIQUE.
A scarce and fascinating map of Oceania and the Indian Ocean, issued especially to depict Admiral Bruni
d’Entrecasteaux’s epic mission in search for the missing French explorer the Comte de la Pérouse, made
under the direction of the voyage’s official chronicler, Jacques-Julien Houtou de Labillardière.
Author: Jacques-Julien Houtou de LABILLARDIÈRE (1755 – 1834) / Jean-Denis BARBIÉ DU BOCAGE
(1760 – 1825).
Place and Year: Paris, 1800.
Technique: Copper engraving with modern outline colour (Very Good, some light stains in upper margin
just entering map, contemporarily trimmed on both upper and lower blank margins to just within platemark
but no loss to printed area, some old creasing around original vertical folds), 50 x 84 cm (19.5 x 33 inches).
Code: 63363
This fascinating map depicts Australia, New Zealand, Oceania and the Indian Ocean during a fascinating
moment in history. By the 1790s, the region had been reconnoitred by several mariners in the wake of
Captain James Cook’s First Voyage (1768-71), but was far from being fully explored, let alone mapped. As
depicted, Australia is partially charted, although large portions of...
900 EUR

GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND: [TITLE ON VERSO: EUROPAE TABULA PRIMA CONTINET
INSULAM ALBION, SIVE BRITANNIAM & HYBERNIAM].
A fine example of Lorenz Fries’s important map of Great Britain and Ireland, depicting the isles after the
conception of Claudius Ptolemy, the foremost geographer of the Classical World.
Author: Lorenz FRIES (c. 1485 - 1532). / Claudius PTOLEMY (c. 90 - c. 168 AD).
Place and Year: Vienne, France: Gaspar Trechsel, 1541.
Technique: Woodcut (Excellent overall, clean with strong printing impression with full margins, very light
water-staining in upper blank margin, small closed tear in lower blank margin located far outside of printed
area), 39 x 48.5 cm (15 x 19 inches).
Code: 63364
This fascinating map is emblematic of the Renaissance quest to regain Classical knowledge. It depicts Great
Britain and Ireland as they were conceived by Claudius Ptolemy (c. 190 – c. 168 AD), the foremost Ancient
Western geographer. This Roman-era geographical knowledge of the British Isles was lost to Western
Civilization during the dark ages, before being recovered during the Renaissance. This particular map of
Ptolemy’s conception of Britain and Ireland was prepared by the Alsatian mathematician Lorenz Fries, after
a 1513 map by Martin Waldseemüller. It was printed in Vienne (near Lyon), in the Dauphiné region of
France in 1541. While map shows the British Isles in a manner quite different from its true geographical
form, although the fact that Great Britain and Ireland are identifiable to the modern observer is nevertheless
impressive, considering that the isles marked the wild and dangerous north-western frontier of the...
900 EUR

LUXEMBURG: LUTZENBURGESIS MONTUOSISSIMI AC SALTUOSISSIMI DUCATUS VERA ET
COMPENDIOSA DESCRIPTIO NUNQUAM ANTEHAC VISA
Author: Mathias QUAD (1557–1613) - Johann BUSSEMACHER (fl. c.1580 – 1613)
Place and Year: Cologne 1596.
Technique: Copper engraving (slightly age-toned and stained, otherwise in a good condition), 26.5 x 36.5
cm (10.4 x 14.4 inches).
Code: 63365
Highly decorative early map shows Luxemburg. The map was engraved by Johann Bussemacher and
published in an atlas 'Fasciculus Geographicus' by Matthias Quad (1557 - 1613). Quad was born in the Dutch
city of Deventer, where Jacob Roelofs spent his youth. In the 1580 Quad moved to Cologne. The city
accepted many political and religious refugees, like Roelofs van Deventer himself some years before. At the
same time Frans Hogenberg was active in Cologne too. At the end of the 16th...
SOLD

WIEN / VIENNA: NEUESTER PLAN DER HAUPT UND RESIDENZ STADT WIEN UND DESSEN
VORSTAEDTEN : NACH DER NEUESTEN NUMMERIRUNG DER HAEUSER NEBST ANGABE DER
VERSCHÖNERUNGEN MIT HÖCHSTER BEWILLIGUNG NACH DEM ORIGINAL PLANE : PLAN
DE LA VILLE DE VIENNE ET SES FAUBOUR
Author: Anon.
Place and Year: Wien: bei Artaria & Comp. Am Kohlmarkt No. 1151, 1832
Technique: Copper engraving with original colour, dissected into 32 panels and mounted on original linen
(Very Good, Linen slightly age-toned, tiny holes in the linen in the crossings, newer manuscript title on the
back), 62 x 92 cm (24.4 x 36.2 inches).
Code: 63366
Rare folding map with original colour shows Vienna in 1832, after the street numbering system was
changed. The key in German and French on the left, right and in the catouche names streets, institution s
etc...
650 EUR

PILIAVA / BALTIJSK / PILLAU: DIE OST SEE
Author: Carl JÄCK - Friedrich Leopold von SCHRÖTTER (1743-1815) & Friedrich Bernhard
ENGELHARDT (1768-1754).
Place and Year: Berlin: Schropp & Co., 1802-1810.
Technique: Copper engraving dissected into 8 panels and mounted on original linen, 42 x 57.5 cm (16.5 x
22.6 inches).
Code: 63367
Highly detailed map shows the Vistula Lagoon with Piliava (Pillau, Baltiysk) in Kaliningrad Oblast, Russia,
The Story behind the Creation of the Schrötter-Engelhardt Map
The ‘Die Schroettersche Landesaufnahme’, even compared to the other the other great contemporary
mapping programmes, stood out for the almost obsessive level of perfectionism and the astounding resources
that were directed to its creation. For these reasons, it is widely considered to be the most technically
advanced and impressive of all of the great Prussian Enlightenment maps... 250 EUR

WEST INDIES / GULF OF MEXICO / SOUTHEASTERN U.S.: INDIARUM OCCIDENTALIUM
TRACTUS LITTORALES CUM INSULIS CARIBICIS. / PASCAERT VAN WESTINDIEN ENDE
CARIBISE EYLANDEN.
A fine example of Frederik de Wit’s masterly chart of the West Indies, the Gulf of Mexico and the
Southeastern U.S., one of the most attractive maps of the region made during the era of Dutch Baroque
Cartography and the Great Age of Caribbean Piracy.
Author: Frederik DE WIT (1630 - 1706).
Place and Year: Amsterdam, 1680.
Technique: Copper engraving with original outline colour (Very Good, excellent original colour with lovely
patina, green pigments attractively oxidized, light even toning), 48.5 x 56.5 cm (19 x 22 inches).
Code: 63356
This excellent sea chart is one of the finest maps of the West Indies, Gulf of Mexico and what is today the
Southeastern U.S. made during the golden era of Dutch cartography, made by the leading mapmaker
Frederik de Wit. Centred on Cuba, the map embraces all of the Caribbean Basin and Spanish Main, the
coasts of the Gulf of Mexico and Eastern America from Texas, in the southwest, all the way up to Nantucket,
in the northeast...
3.200 EUR

ALGIERS, ALGERIA: ALGER EN AFRIQUE.
An extremely rare separately issued folio-sized map of Algiers, printed in Paris to commemorate the
recent conflict between the Regency of Algiers and France.
Author: Anon.
Place and Year: [Paris, circa 1665].
Technique: Copper engraving (Good, upper and right blanks margins stained with some specs just entering
image in upper centre, closed tear just entering image in bottom centre, some small closed tears just touching
image from upper margin), 43 x 59 cm (17 x 23 inche
Code: 63357
This fine map details the city and harbour of Algiers as its appeared during the mid 17 th Century, and was
printed in Paris especially to commemorate the recent war between France and the Regency of Algiers. The
main map takes in the city as a bird’s-eye view, from a southeastward-orientated perspective. The
‘Explication des Lettres’ labels 28 keys sites in and around the walled city, including fortifications, mosques
and gates, ports facilities and key ...
400 EUR

GUADELOUPE – BASSE-TERRE: PLAN OF THE ATTACK AGAINST BASSETERRE ON THE
ISLAND OF GUADALOUPE BY A SQUADRON OF HIS MAJESTY'S SHIPS OF WAR COMMANDED
BY COMMODORE MOORE ON THE 22D. JANY. 1759. ALSO THE INCAMPMENTS OF THE
BRITISH ARMY COMMANDED BY GENL. HOPSON
Very Rare – the authoritative map of the key event of the British Invasion of Guadeloupe (1759 during the
Seven Years’ War, issued by Thomas Jefferys, both separately and as part of his astoundingly rare atlas,
‘A General Topography of North America and the West Indies’ (1768).
Author: Thomas JEFFERYS (1719 - 1771) / Edward RYCAUT (fl. 1755 - 1763).
Place and Year: London, 1768.
Technique: Copper engraving (Professionally restored, a loss of approximately 4.5 x 2 cm at top centre
filled with skilled facsimile, right margin shaved within platemark with some chipping and very minor loss
filled with skilled facsimile, stain in upper right corn
Code: 63358
This excellent map is the finest cartographic record of the Siege of Basseterre, the critical event of the British
Invasion of Guadeloupe (January to May, 1763), a key event of the seven Years’ War. It is based on a
manuscript map drafted by Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Rycaut, a participant in the operations
portrayed. The present map is very rare, and was issued by the leading mapmaker Thomas Jefferys, both
separately and as part of his astoundingly rare atlas A General Topography of North America and the West
Indies (1768)...
SOLD

STEIERMARK, ÖSTERREICH: STIRIA. STEYRMARCK
Author: Willem Jansz BLAEU (1571-1638).
Place and Year: Amsterdam circa 1645.
Technique: Kupferstich mit altem Grenzkolorit (leicht gebräunt und fleckig, hinterlegter Riss in der Falte,
Kolorit leicht gebräunt mit schöner Patina, ansonsten gut erhalten), 37,5 x 50.
Code: 63359
Karte mit schönem Altkolorit zeigt die Steiermark und umfasst das Gebiet zwischen Rottenmann, Güssing,
Mariazell und Varazdin, und bis Ptuj und Zica in Slowenia im Süden...
140 EUR

ÖSTERREICH: CIRCULI AUSTRIACI PARS SEPTENTRIONALIS IN QUA ARCHIDUCATUS
AUSTRIAE ET DUCATUS STIRIAE ACCURATISSIME DIVISI OSTENDUNTUR.
Author: Frederik DE WIT (1630 - 1706).
Place and Year: Amsterdam [circa 1690].
Technique: Kupferstich mit altem Grenzkolorit (kleine Wurmlöcher im Bild unten in der Mittelfalte, leichte
Faltspur, ansonsten gut erhalten), 49,5 x 58,5 cm.
Code: 63360
Detaillierte Karte mit wunderschönem Altkolorit ziegt Nieder- und Oberösterreich, Wien, Burgenland und
die Steiermark bis Celje in Slowenien im Süden...
200 EUR

SAVOY: PARTIE MERIDIONALE DES ESTATS DE SAVOYE, LES COMTES DE TARENTAISE, ET
MORIENNE, ET PARTIE DU BUGEY &C.
Author: Nicolas SANSON (1600-1667)
Place and Year: Paris 1663.
Technique: Copper engraving with original outline colour (trimmed to image with small loss of the image,
tiny pin size holes in the lower part of the image, repaired tear in the middle fold, otherwise in a good
condition), 43 x 57,5 cm.
Code: 63361
This highly decorative map shows Savoye between Lac du Bourget and Grenoble in France, Aosta Valley
and Piedmont in Italy. Nicolas Sanson (1600–1667), Geographe Ordinaire du Roy, was a French
cartographer, also called the "father of French cartography”. He was also a royal geographer and gave
lessons in geography to Louis XIII and to Louis XIV. Under Louis III he became a councillor of state.
During his lifetime he published more than 300 maps...
250 EUR

PERSIA: CARTE DE PERSE, DRESSEE POUR L'USAGE DU ROY. PAR G. DELISLE PREMIER
GEOGRAPHE DE S.M. DE L'ACADEMIE ROYALE DES SCIENCES
Author: Guillaume DE L'ISLE ( Delisle, 1675 - 1726).
Place and Year: Paris [1724].
Technique: Copper engraving coloured in outline (Very Good, slighty age-toned and stained), 51 x 63.5 cm
(20 x 25 inches).
Code: 63353
Detailed map of the Middle East with Persia in the middle embraces the area between Medina in Saudi
Arabia, the Crimea and the Sea of Azov. Marked are cities and towns, sometimes with their names in
different languages, roards, silk routs etc..
400 EUR

TOULON: ATTAQUES ET DEFENCES DE LA VILLE DE TOULUN... PLAN DE TOULON, LA VUE
DE SA RADE ET SITUATION DE SES TOURS... LE CAMP DES ENNEMIS ET LEURS ATTAQUES... /
DESSINÉ SUR CELUI DE SA MAJESTÉ PAR I.-B. NOLIN
Author: Jean-Baptiste NOLIN (1657? – 1708).
Place and Year: Paris [1707].
Technique: Copper engraving with original outline colour (Very Good, two folds, slightly dusty on the
back, a tiny worm-hole in the lower part, slightly age-toned and stained), 51 x 64.5 cm (20 x 25.4 inches).
Code: 63354
Very rare separately published map with beautiful original colour in outline shows the siege of Toulon in
France in 1707, during the War of the Spanish Succession, when the city successfully resisted a siege by the
Imperial Army led by the Duke of Savoy and Prince Eugene...
400 EUR

FLORIDA / BAHAMAS / CUBA: CARTA DEL GRAN BANCO DE BAHAMA PARTE DE LA ISLA DE
CUBA Y COSTA DE LA FLORIDA.
An excellent large-format sea chart of Southeastern Florida, the Bahamas and central Cuba, by the
Spanish Navy’s Dirección de Hidrografía, one of the finest mid-19th Century maps of the region.
Author: DIRECCIÓN DE HIDROGRAFÍA (SPAIN).
Place and Year: Madrid, 1866.
Technique: Lithograph with some details heightened in original colour (Good, some faint old stains, a few
very minor abrasions to surface, filled loss in lower left corner of blank margin), 91 x 58 cm (36 x 23
inches).
Code: 63355
This splendid sea chart embraces the Southeastern coast of Florida (from Matecumbe Key up north to the
Indian River area), much of the Bahamas and the central portion of Cuba. Notably, the chart features the
eastern part of the Straits of Florida (which separate Florida from Cuba and the Bahamas), one of the world’s
key shipping lanes. The chart was composed by the Dirección de Hidrografía, the chart-making arm of
Spain’s Armada Real, one of the world’s finest makers of hydrography. The coasts are delineated with great
exactness, predicated on the best scientific sources, while the seas feature copious nautical information,
including bathymetric soundings and hazards...
750 EUR

AUSTRALIA: DAS AUSTRAL-CONTINENT ODER NEU HOLLAND: NACH KRUSENSTERN, KING,
FLINDERS, FREYCINET, OXLEY, STURT, MITCHELL, IN MERCATORS PROJECTION
ENTWORFEN VON C.F. WEILAND, UND NACH DEN ENTDECKUNGEN VON EYRE, FROME,
GREY, STOKES, LEICHARDT UND STRZELECKI,
Author: Carl Ferdinand WEILAND (1782 - 1847) & Heinrich KIEPERT (1818 - 1899).
Place and Year: Weimar: Verlag des Geographischen Instituts, 1848.
Technique: Lithograph with original outline hand colour (Good, slightly age-toned with original colour
somewhat faded, blank margins with light staining and a tiny tack holes), 57 x 47 cm.
Code: 63318
This interesting map captures Australia during a key period, when settlement was confined to the extreme
western and eastern ends of the country and when exploration expeditions were penetrating the interior of the
subcontinent from the southeast. Most of Australia is shown to not only be completely empty of European
settlement, but is entirely unknown. While the coasts had all been charted by Sir Matthew Flinders and his
successors early in the century, the interior was a relative enigma. That being said, the map shows evidence
of important forays into inland areas, most notably Thomas Mitchell’s first three great expeditions into the
interior of Eastern Australia...
320 EUR

CHINA, KOREA, JAPAN & TAIWAN: LA CHINE.
Author: Gerard JOLLAIN (fl ca 1660-1683).
Place and Year: Paris [1667].
Technique: Copper engraving (Very Good, hardly noticeable stained),15.5 x 24.5 cm (6.1 x 9.6 inches).
Code: 63345
Scarse small map shows China, Korea as an island, Japan and parts of Alaska and Taiwan. The map was
published in a rare atlas Trésor des cartes géographiques des principaux états de l'univers by Gerard Jollain
(fl ca 1660-1683) in Paris in 1667 (the atlas was not dated). The atlas included 38 maps, which were based
on the maps from Mercator-Hondius Atlas Minor from 1628...
550 EUR

CHINA: MAP OF CHINA COMPILED FROM ORIGINAL SURVEYS & SKETCHES.
A fine edition of a large format map of China from one of the most important and influential map series
of the country produced during the 19th Century, by the leading Victorian mapmaker James Wyld the
Younger.
Author: James WYLD the Younger (1812 - 1887).
Place and Year: London, circa 1845.
Technique: Copper engraving with original outline colour, of 2 sheets joined by original linen tape (Fair,
bright original colours, loss to both upper corners with paper reinstated and some facsimile work to borders
at upper corners, closed tear entering image lower centre, some light toning at centrefold, some small tears
and toning to blank margins), 62 x 80 cm (24.5 x 31.5 inches).
Code: 63351
This fine large format map is an early edition from James Wyld the Younger’s exceedingly successful and
influential series of maps of China, produced in various editions from 1840 to 1884. The present edition was
issued around 1845, shortly after the First Opium War (1839-42) radically altered the political status of the
Chinese Empire and its relationship with the West...
700 EUR

CHINA & KOREA: CHINA
Author: Petrus BERTIUS (1565 – 1629).
Place and Year: 1618.
Technique: Copper engraving, 9.5 x 13.5 cm (3.7 x 5.3 inches)
Code: 63342
Small uncommon map of China and Korea, here shown as a island, was published in a miniature atlas La
Geographie Recourci, by Petrus Bertius....
280 EUR

CHINA & KOREA: L'IMPERO DELLA CHINA . . . 1748.
Author: Jacques Nicolas BELLIN (1703 – 1772).
Place and Year: Venice, 1781.
Technique: Copper engraving with modern colour (hardls noticeable stained, sft folds, otherwise in a good
condition), 33 x 43 cm (13 x 17 inches).
Code: 63339
Uncommon map from Teatro Della Guerra, the Italian version of Bellin's Petit Atlas Maritime shows China,
Korea and Taiwan. The map was made by a French royal hydrographer and cartographer Jacques-Nicolas
Bellin...
500 EUR

HEILIGES RÖMISCHES REICH: SAC. ROMANI IMPERII IN SUOS DECEM CIRCULOS ACCURATÈ
DIVISI NOVA DESCRIPTIO EX OFFICINA DAVIDIS FUNCKEN NORIMBERGAE.
An exceptional example of the scarce and attractive Funck-Homann map of the Holy Roman Empire, in
the form of a dissected ‘card map’ housed within its original leather slipcase, with accompany gazetteer
pamphlet.
Author: David FUNCK (fl. 1680 -1705). / Johann Baptist HOMANN (1663 - 1724).
Place and Year: Nürnberg, [circa 1690].
Technique: Copper engraved map with original hand colour, dissected into 18 separate sections (similar to
cards), each section 16 x 9.5 cm, together forming a map 48.5 x 57 cm, housed in original full calf slipcase
(Very Good, fine original colour, cards still crisp, slipcase: wear with loss to corners, old owners stamp to
inner part of case).
Code: 63332
[with accompanying pamphlet:]
David FUNCK (fl. 1680 -1705).
Nutz-dienliches Register oder Anzeiger Uber die neue wohl-eingerichte Land-Charte Teutschlandes /
Darinnen enthalten die Denckwürdigsten Städte, Vestungen, und Flüsse…
Nürnberg: David Funck Kunst- und Buchhandlern, [um 1690].
Octavo (cm): 38 s. (Complete), (Good, fraying to edges of title page but no loss to printed area, old owners
stamp to title page, else clean).
This is an exceptionally fine example of David Funck’s map of the Holy Roman Empire, which was
designed and engraved by a young Johann Baptist Homann. The map features the entire empire with its
borders as they stood in early modern times, including not only the German states, Austria and Bohemia, but
also the Low Countries, Alsace and Franche-Comté. The boundaries of the empire are outlined in a brilliant
orange hue, while the various constituent states are outlined in various lovely colours...
SOLD

BAYERN: BAVARIAE UTRIUSQUE CUM INFERIORIS TU SUPERIORIS VERA ET AD AMUSSIM
DESCRIPTIO.
Author: Gerard DE JODE (c. 1509 – 1591) & Cornelis DE JODE (1558-1600) - gestochen von Jan
(Joannes) van DOETICHUM (15?-1600).
Place and Year: Antwerpen, 1593.
Technique: Kupferstich (Gut erhalten, professionell gereinigt, alte Annotationen im Rand, hinterlegte Risse
im Rand und in der Falte), 39 x 53 cm.
Code: 63346
Frühe Kupferstichkarte zeigt Bayern und umfasst das Gebiet bis Salzburg und Böhmen im Osten.
Familie de Jode:
Gerard de Jode (1509(?) in Nymwegen–1591 in Antwerpen) war in Antwerpen tätiger Kartograph,
Kupferstecher und Verleger. Neben Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598) und Gerard Mercator (1512-1594),
gehört Gerard de Jode zu den bedeutendsten Kartographen der niederländischen Handels- und
Druckmetropole Antwerpen in der zweiten Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts. Sein Hauptwerk Speculum Orbis
Terrarum ist ein erstmals 1578 erschienener, qualitativ hochwertiger Weltatlas in der Tradition des Theatrum
Orbis Terrarum von Abraham Ortelius (1570)...
650 EUR

GERMANY: TABULA GERMANIAE EMENDATA RECENS / PER I. BORMEESTER EXC
Extermely rare originally coloured map of Germany and its neighbouring countries by a Dutch
publisher Joachim Bormeester. Only one example is known in the libraries and there have been no
recorded examples on the market.
Author: Joachim BORMEESTER (? - 1702).
Place and Year: Amsterdam, [late 17th century or circa 1700].
Technique: Copper engraving with original outline colour (narrow upper margin, old repaired tears in the
upper part and along the middle fold, slighty age-toned, old ink lines marking some of the borders, otherwise
in a good condition), 42 x 53 cm (16.5 x 20.9 inche
Code: 63352
Extremely rare map of Germany with the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, a part of France, Switzerland,
Austria, Slovenia, Hungary, Bohemia, Slovakia and parts of Poland, was made by a Dutch
cartographer Joachim Bormeester (?? - 1702)...
1.0 EUR

AUGSBURG: AUGUSTA VINDELICORUM AUGSPURG.
The extremely rare first edition of Wolfgang’s Kilian’s monumental and iconic bird’s eye view of
Augsburg, a celebrated masterpiece of topographical engraving, capturing the city during the twilight of
its Golden Era.
Author: Wolfgang KILIAN (1581 - 1662).
Place and Year: Augsburg, 1626.
Technique: In Kupfer gestochene Wandkarte aus 8 zusammengesetzten Platten und 4 Blättern in
Typendruck (guter Zustand, insbesondere für eine Wandkarte des frühen 17. Jahrhunderts, komplett erhalten,
mit einigen wenigen Abschabungen der Oberfläche und Risse mit minimalen Verlusten der gedruckten Teile,
einige sehr alte Restauerierungsspuren), insgesamt 117 x 147 cm.
Code: 63336
Die hier vorliegende erste Ausgabe der berühmten "Kilian Ansicht" von Augsburg ist eines der
eindrucksvollsten und legendärsten Meisterwerke der deutschen topographischen Druckgraphik der Zeit.
Von einer monumentalen Größe (graviert auf 8 Platten plus 4 Textblätter in Typendruck), zeigt die Karte
einer der der reichsten Städte der damaligen Welt. Der Stecher, Wolfgang Kilian (1581-1662), war einer der
führenden Graveure in Deutschland und das prominenteste Mitglied der gleichnamigen Künstler-Dynastie,
die zwei Jahrhunderte in Augsburg gedieh...
6.500 EUR

PLAYING CARD - CROATIA & BOSNIA: CROATIA, BOSSENA, SCLAVOINA.
Author: Johann HOFFMANN (1629 - 1698).
Place and Year: [Nürnberg: 1678].
Technique: Copper engraving (slighty age-toned, otherwise in a good condition), 7 x 13 cm (2.7 x 5.1
inches).
Code: 63343
Extremely rare playing card from the series Europaeisch-Geographische Spiel-Charte shows Croatia and
Bosnia. This series of miniature maps was published together with instructions in a booklet EuropaeischGeographische Spiel-Charte : Darinnen, Vermittels LII. sonderbarer Blätlein, alle in Europa befindliche
Königreiche und Länder, samt deren vornemsten Städten ... praesentiret werden ... ; Samt einer kurtzen
Beschreibung aller vornemsten und notablesten Sachen, so in denen berühmtesten Ländern und Städten
theils zu sehen sind, theils sich vor langer und kurtzer Zeit ereignet und zugetragen by Franz Nigrinus
(see http://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/de/fs1/object/display/bsb10916645_00159.html)Maps from these
series could be cut out, mounted on cards and used as an educational game...
380 EUR

BOHEMIA: LE ROYAUME DE BOHEME DIVISÉE EN SES DOUZE CERCLES.
Author: Jean Covens - Corneille Mortier after Johann Christoph MÜLLER (1673 - 1721).
Place and Year: Amsterdam, [circa 1744].
Technique: Copper engraving coloured in outline (Very Good, margins hardly noticeable stained), 54.5 x 63
cm (21.5 x 24.8 inches).
Code: 63347
This detailed uncommon map with a small view of Prague, personifications of rivers, a coat of arms and a
key, shows Bohemia in Czech Republic with Prague in the middle. Different symbols, explained in the
legend mark cities with city walls, and the ones without, towns, towns with castles, separate palaces and
masions, villages with a church, villages withouth a church, villages with a castle, villages with a castle and a
church, monasteries, separate churches, old abandoned churches, places with miracle appearances, spas,
local roads, ferries, winyards, hunting lodges and different mines. The map is based on a draft by Johann
Christoph Müller (1673 - 1721), a German born engineer and cartographer, serving for the Austrian army.
After working as an astronomer in Nuremberg until 1696, he joined a controversial Italian map-maker Luigi
Ferdinando Marsili (1658 – 1730), then active in Austria. He helped preparing numberless Marsili’s
manuscript maps of the Balkans and East Europe for printing in Nuremberg. Müller’s and Marsili’s ...
600 EUR

ZWEYTES MERKWÜRDIGES HIMMELSZEICHEN, WELCHES IN RUSSLAND, WIE AUCH IN
PETERSBURG, DEN 28STEN MAY 1788 VIER STUNDEN
VORMITTERNACHT IST GESEHEN UND BEWUNDERT WORDEN.

LANG

AM

FIRMAMENTE

Extremely rare broadside with original colour, printed in Prague, shows the mysterious signs in the sky
above St. Petersburg, Russia.
Author: Anon.
Place and Year: Prag, 1788.
Technique: Altkolorierter Kupferstich und Typendruck (leichte Faltspuren mit winzigem Loch in der Mitte,
sehr leicht gebräunt, angestaubt und stockfleckig, oben alt aufgezogen, ansonsten gut erhalten), 35,5 x 22,5
cm.
Code: 63340
Ungewöhnlicher altkolorierter Einblattdruckt zeigt Himmelserscheinungen in Formen eines Handes mit einer
Waage, eines Jesuites und einer Taube über St. Petersburg in Russland. Die Zeichnen sollten hinweisen, dass
die Jesuiten bis 1791 wieder aufblühen würden. Der Blatt mit dem Text von einem Jesuiten Pater Benedikt
ins Deutsche übersetzt, wurde 1788 in Prag gedruckt...
2.800 EUR

SPAIN - MÁLAGA IMPRINT EPHEMERA: C.D.O. LA ESCUELA DE NIÑOS ABATES DE LA
CIUDAD DE MALAGA.
Extremely rare – a broadside souvenir commemorating the ascension of King Carlos IV and Queen María
Luisa to the Spanish throne, published in Málaga by Francisco de la Torre.
Author: Francisco DE LA TORRE / Antonio RECALDE.
Place and Year: Málaga: Francisco de la Torre, [1789].
Technique:Broadside: Copper engraving, contemporarily trimmed irregularly around printed area (Good,
light glue-staining from verso from having been contemporarily pasted to larger piece of paper, very slight
loss to printed extremities due to contemporary trimming), size (irregular): 26.5 x 17.5 cm (10.5 x 7 inches).
Code: 63338
This exquisite separately-issued souvenir engraving was printed in Málaga especially to commemorate the
ascension of King Carlos IV and Queen María Luisa (reigned 1788 to 1808) to the Spanish throne. While
the death of Carlos III on December 14, 1788 officially ushered in the new reign, it was some months before
elaborate ceremonies celebrating the ascension were organised throughout Spain...
700 EUR

BEFESTIGUNGEN: BEFESTIGUNGSLEHRE NACH DER „SCHULE VON MÉZIÈRES“ - KONVOLUT
MIT ZEHN MANUSKRIPTPLÄNEN UND ZWEI RADIERUNGEN
Author: Anon.
Place and Year: Holland/ Nordwestdeutschland (?), ca. 1750-1850.
Technique: 10 Federzeichnungen, teilweise laviert, auf Büttenpapier mit 3 verschiedenen Wasserzeichen
(„C & I. HONIG“, „PRO PATRIA EIUSQUE LIBERTATE […] VRYHEID“, „J. KOOL“), zwischen 32,5 x
19,5 cm bis 33 x 25 cm.
Code: 63337
Das 10 Blätter umfassende Konvolut behandelt verschiedene Aspekte der bastionären Befestigung einer
Stadt, u.a. nach der Befestigungslehre der „Schule von Mézières“ (gegr. ca. 1750), deren Lehre auf den
Entwicklungen der französischen Militärarchitekten Sébastien Le Prestre, Seigneur de Vauban (1633-1707)
und dessen Nachfolger Louis de Cormontaigne (1696—1752) basiert...
SOLD

ZALTBOMMEL, NETHERLANDS: ABCONTRAFEITUNG DER STAT BOMMEL
Author: Anon.
Place and Year: Cologne, Agnes Hogenberg-Lomar 1599.
Technique: Copper engraving (Very Good, narrow right margin, slightly age-toned, hand-written number in
the upper right part), 26.5 x 35 cm (10.4 x 13.8 inches).
Code: 63350
Rare separately published map shows the siege of Zaltbommel in the Netherlands in 1599. The map was
published in the series 'Hogenbergische Geschichtsblätter', named after the publisher Frans Hogenberg,
whose company was printing separately published engravigs from the late 16th century and in the first
decades of the 16th century. After his death the publishing house was taken over by his widow Agnes
Hogenberg-Lomar and from around 1605 by his son Abraham Hogenberg (ca. 1578-1653)...
150 EUR

LORRAINE: LOTHARINGIAE DUCATUS SUPERIORIS VERA DELINEATIO.
Author: Mathias QUAD (1557–1613) - Johann BUSSEMACHER (fl. c.1580 – 1613)
Place and Year: Cologne 1596.
Technique: Copper engraving (slightly age-toned, otherwise in a good condition), 26.5 x 36.5 cm (10.4 x
14.4 inches).
Code: 63335
Detailed map shows Lorraine in France with small coats of arms. The map was engraved by Johann
Bussemacher and published in an atlas 'Fasciculus Geographicus' by Matthias Quad (1557 - 1613). Quad was
born in the Dutch city of Deventer, where Jacob Roelofs spent his youth. In the 1580 Quad moved to
Cologne. The city accepted many political and religious ...
200 EUR

GREECE: GRAECIAE UNIVERSAE SECUNDUM HODIERNUM SITUM NEOTERICA DESCRIPTIO
Author: Mathias QUAD (1557–1613).
Place and Year: Cologne 1596.
Technique: Copper engraving (slightly age-toned, otherwise in a good condition), 26.5 x 36.5 cm (10.4 x
14.4 inches).
Code: 63334
Detailed map shows Albania, Greece and the north-west coast of Turkey. It was based on a mid 16th century
map by an Italian cartographer Giacomo Gastaldi (c. 1500 - 1566). The map was published in an atlas
'Fasciculus Geographicus' by Matthias Quad (1557 - 1613). Quad was born in the Dutch city of Deventer,
where Jacob Roelofs spent his youth. In the 1580 Quad moved to Cologne. The city ...
SOLD

INDIA - PUDUCHERRY: PLAN DE PONDICHERY A LA CÔTE OF COROMANDEL OCCUPÉ PAR
LA COMPAGNIE ROYALE DES INDES ORIENTALES.
A fine early 18th Century plan of Pondicherry, the Captial of French India, located along the
Coromandel Coast, by the French royal cartographer Nicolas de Fer.
Author: Nicolas DE FER (1646 – 1720).
Place and Year: Paris, 1705.
Technique: Copper engraving (old repaired small tear in the right side of the image, otherwise in a good
condition), 26.5 x 39 cm (10.5 x 15 inches).
Code: 63341
This fine plan depicts Pondicherry, founded in 1674 as the capital of French India. A masterpiece of
European Enlightenment Era urban planning, it was predicated on a rational geometric design with even
grids of broad tree-lined streets, public squares and grand public edifices...
200 EUR

MAP OF THE WORLD: PLANISPHERE SUIVANT LA PROJECTION DE MERCATOR
Author: Rigobert BONNE (1727-1795).
Place and Year: Paris, 1780.
Technique: Coloured copper engraving (Very good, hardly noticeable age-tond in margins): 22 x 32 cm (8.7
x 12.6 inches).
Code: 57738
Decorative map of the world was made by Rigobert Bonne (1727-1795), one of the most important
cartographers of the late 18th century, and published in Atlas encyclopedique...
SOLD

PIRANESI: VEDUTA DEGLI AVANZI SUPERIORI DELLE TERME DI DIOCLEZIANO.
Wonderful impression of the first state of Piranesi's large view of the Basilica of St. Mary of the Angels
and the Martyrs in Rome.
Author: Giovanni Battista PIRANESI (1720 – 1778).
Place and Year: Paris 1774.
Technique: Etching (Very Good, some light staining in white margins, otherwise in a good clean condition,
not folded in the middle), sheet: 52.5 x 78 cm, platemark: 44.5 x 69.5 cm (17.5 x 27.4 inches).
Code: 63348
Highly decorative etching by Giovanni Battista Piranesi in its first state before the numbers shows the Baths
of Diocletian, today's Basilica of St. Mary of the Angels and the Martyrs...
1.900 EUR

